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Abstract—This paper describes a controller hardware-in-the-loop (C-HIL) approach for testing centralized and distributed secondary frequency control schemes of AC microgrids operating in islanded mode. We describe the formulation of the secondary frequency control problem and the theory behind the centralized and distributed implementations of the control schemes. Then, we describe the testbed utilized for C-HIL testing activities. Finally, we provide the testing results that compare the performance (in terms of the system response time), and resilience (in terms of withstanding the failure of a control device), of both schemes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The past decade has seen a sharp rise in the deployment of distributed energy resources (DERs) in electric power grids across the globe [1]. Along with this continuing trend came the microgrid concept, which has been shown to be a promising approach for efficient integration and management of DERs [2], [3], [4]. Loosely speaking, a microgrid is a group of interconnected loads and DERs, within a small geographical footprint with clearly defined electrical boundaries, that act as a single controllable entity with respect to the external grid to which it is connected [5]. A microgrid can operate in both grid-connected and islanded modes. In islanded mode, frequency control is a major problem; this due to the intermittent nature of renewable-based DERs, e.g., PV installations, and the utilization of power electronic inverters to interface DERs to the microgrid, which leads to low or no rotating inertia [6]. Among the various frequency control objectives, a key one is secondary frequency control [7], which entails ensuring that, following a change in operating point of the microgrid, the system-wide frequency returns to its nominal value.

Over the years, several coordination and control schemes for microgrid secondary frequency control have been proposed in the literature [8], [9]. These schemes have primarily utilized centralized and decentralized decision-making approaches, which have several limitations. For example, the centralized decision-making approach is susceptible to a single point of failure, while the decentralized decision-making approach typically lacks the flexibility that is necessary for a seamless integration of additional resources. An alternative, the distributed decision-making approach, has gained some popularity among researchers in the last decade [10], [11], [12], [13]. In theory, coordination and control schemes based on the distributed decision-making approach should overcome the limitations of its other counterparts. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no study that quantifies and compares the performance of microgrid controls based on the distributed decision-making approach with those based on centralized or decentralized decision-making approaches, especially in the context of performing secondary frequency control. Hence, there is a need to test, validate, and compare the performance of these schemes so as to understand which one is best suited for microgrid frequency control.

Controller hardware-in-the Loop (C-HIL) testing is an effective way to test microgrid controls. In this paper, we describe such testing for two microgrid frequency control schemes. The first scheme is based on a centralized decision-making approach, while the second one is based on a distributed decision-making approach. The setup for testing the centralized control scheme comprises a National Instruments (NI) compact rio (cRIO) device, a centralized entity, that carries out secondary frequency control of an islanded AC microgrid whose components, i.e., the electrical network and its connected DERs and loads, are simulated using a Typhoon HIL real-time emulator (see [14], for details on a microgrid implementation using Typhoon HIL simulator). The setup for testing the distributed control scheme comprises the same emulated microgrid, but instead of using the NI cRIO device for centralized monitoring and control, several interconnected Arduino devices are used to implement our distributed algorithms for microgrid secondary frequency control (see [11], [13], [15], for details on these algorithms). Each Arduino device utilizes the information acquired, e.g., from measurements and other information obtained through exchanges with other nearby arduino devices, to perform successive computations and adjust the set-points of each controllable entity in the emulated microgrid, so as to achieve the secondary frequency control objective. We provide experimental results obtained from the C-HIL testing of both schemes, and utilize well defined metrics, e.g., the system response time and system resilience to a control device failure, to qualitatively and quantitatively compare them.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the secondary frequency control problem for an islanded AC microgrid with inverter-interfaced DERs. In Section III, we provide a description of the C-HIL setup for testing the centralized and distributed coordination and control...
schemes. In Section IV, we present the C-HIL testing results for the two aforementioned frequency control schemes and compare their performance. Finally, in Section V, we provide concluding remarks.

II. SECONDARY FREQUENCY CONTROL OF ISLANDED AC MICROGRIDS

In this section, we first describe the microgrid model adopted in this work, and provide an overview of the frequency control problem (see [15] for details). Afterwards, we describe two schemes that solve the secondary frequency control problem; one of them is based on a centralized decision-making approach, whereas the other one is based on a distributed decision-making approach.

A. Microgrid Model and the Frequency Control Problem

The secondary frequency control schemes are tested on a real-time simulation of a three-phase microgrid whose mathematical model is based on the following assumptions:

A1. the phases are balanced,
A2. the transmission lines comprising the electrical network are short and lossless,
A3. the DERs and loads are interfaced via voltage-source inverters,
A4. the frequency and voltage magnitude of each inverter are controlled using the droop control laws described in [12], [16], [17],
A5. all the quantities are in per-unit, and the voltage reference values of each DER and/or load serves as its base voltage,
A6. the dynamics of the network, the inverter’s filter, and the outer voltage controller comprise the fastest dynamic phenomena in the system,
A7. the dynamics of the voltage droop control are much faster than those of the frequency droop control,
A8. the dynamics of the outer voltage controller and inner current controller are much faster than those of the droop control, and
A9. the inverter reactive power capability is sufficient to support voltage control.

Accordingly, for each bus \( i \in \mathcal{V}^{(g)} := \{1, 2, ..., m\} \) that a DER is connected to, we have that

\[
\frac{D_i \theta_i(t)}{dt} = u_i(t) - \sum_{j \in \mathcal{N}_p(i)} B_{ij} \sin(\theta_i(t) - \theta_j(t)),
\]

where \( \mathcal{N}_p(i) \) is the set of buses to which bus \( i \) is electrically connected, \( \theta_i(t) \) is the bus voltage phase angle relative to a reference frame that rotates at some nominal frequency, e.g., 60 Hz, \( u_i(t) \) is the active power set-point, \( \bar{u}_i \) and \( \bar{u}_i \) are lower and upper limits for the set-point, respectively, \( D_i \) is the droop coefficient for frequency control, and \( B_{ij} \) is the absolute value of susceptance for the line that connects buses \( i \) and \( j \).

Similarly, for each bus \( i \in \mathcal{V}^{(f)} := \{m + 1, m + 2, ..., n\} \) that a load is connected to, we have that

\[
D_i \frac{d\theta_i(t)}{dt} = -(\ell^0_i + \Delta \ell_i(t)) - \sum_{j \in \mathcal{N}_p(i)} B_{ij} \sin(\theta_i(t) - \theta_j(t)),
\]

where \( \ell^0_i \) is the nominal active power demand and \( \Delta \ell_i(t) \) is the active power demand perturbation. For the microgrid whose dynamics are described by (1) and (2), the following control objectives must be satisfied [15]:

O1: For \( \ell^0_i, i \in \mathcal{V}^{(f)} \), find, \( u^*_i, i \in \mathcal{V}^{(g)} \), such that:

- \( \sum_{i \in \mathcal{V}^{(g)}} u^*_i = \sum_{i \in \mathcal{V}^{(f)}} \ell^0_i \), \( u^*_i \leq u_i(t) \leq \bar{u}_i \), and

- for \( i \in \mathcal{V}^{(g)} \cup \mathcal{V}^{(f)} \), there is an equilibrium point \( \theta^*_i \) that satisfies the phase cohesive condition described in [18].

O2: For sufficiently small changes in \( \Delta \ell_i(t), i \in \mathcal{V}^{(f)} \), regulate the value of each \( u_i(t), i \in \mathcal{V}^{(g)} \), around \( u^*_i \) such that

- \( \frac{d\theta_i(t)}{dt} \to 0 \) as \( t \to 0 \).

A complete frequency regulation scheme requires achieving control objectives O1 and O2. However, the scope of this paper focuses on the secondary frequency control problem, which pertains to objective O2. Here, we assume that, given each \( \ell^0_i, i \in \mathcal{V}^{(f)} \), the values of \( u^*_i, i \in \mathcal{V}^{(g)} \), that satisfy the requirements of objective O1 have been computed. Following any load perturbations, the secondary frequency control problem requires the active power set-points, \( u_i(t), i \in \mathcal{V}^{(g)} \), to be adjusted around the \( u^*_i \)’s via a closed-loop control feedback so as to eliminate the mismatch between total generation and total load. After several load perturbations or a large load change, it is necessary to recompute the \( u^*_i \)’s as to meet objective O1 (see [15], for details).

We define the average frequency error (AFE) at \( t \geq 0 \) as follows:

\[
\Delta \bar{\omega}(t) := \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\ell^0_i}{D_i} \frac{d\theta_i(t)}{dt}}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{D_i}},
\]

which, after substituting in (1) and (2), simplifies to:

\[
\Delta \bar{\omega}(t) = \frac{1}{\sum_{i \in \mathcal{V}^{(g)}} u_i(t) - \sum_{i \in \mathcal{V}^{(f)}} (\ell^0_i + \Delta \ell_i(t))}.
\]

We now make use of the AFE expression in (4) to describe the centralized and distributed secondary frequency control schemes that were tested and compared in this work.

B. Centralized Secondary Frequency Control Scheme

This scheme requires a centralized control node that can communicate bidirectionally with DERs and loads in the microgrid so as to gather local information from each asset and instruct the DERs to change their active power set-points as needed—we assume that the loads are not controllable, as a result, a unidirectional communication link from the loads...
to the control node is sufficient. Fig. 1a depicts a six-bus microgrid with a centralized control node. In this case, using (4), the centralized control node can easily compute the AFE if it has access to the power injections at the buses the DERs and loads are connected to. Then, as proposed in [15], once the AFE is computed, its value is fed to a proportional-integral control that gradually drives the value of the AFE to zero by adjusting the value of each set-point \( u_i(t) \), \( i \in V_p \).

In order to implement the centralized secondary frequency control scheme, the time is discretized into rounds \( r = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \), with each having a fixed time duration \( T_0 \). Let

\[
u_i[r] := u_i(t), \quad t_r \leq t < t_{r+1},
\]

where \( t_r \) denotes the beginning of round \( r \), and \( t_{r+1} - t_r = T_0 \). Then, (4) can be written as:

\[
\Delta \varpi[r] = \sum_{i \in V_p \cup V_p^g} \nu_i[r] - \sum_{i \in V_p \cup V_p^g} (\ell_i^0 + \Delta \ell_i),
\]

where \( \bar{D} := \sum_{i \in V_p \cup V_p^g} D_i \). As a result, the active power set-point of generator \( i \in V_p^g \) is adjusted according to:

\[
e_i[r + 1] = e_i[r] + \alpha_i \Delta \varpi[r], \quad u_i[r] = u_i^0 + \alpha_i e_i[r],
\]

(6)

where \( e_i[0] = 0 \), and \( \alpha_i \) and \( \kappa_i \) are appropriately chosen gains (see [15] for details).

C. Distributed Secondary Frequency Control Scheme

In this scheme, each DER will also adjust its active power set-point according to (6) and (7). However, in order to do so, the DERs obtain the gains \( \alpha_i \) and \( \kappa_i \) in a distributed manner, and compute the AFE, \( \Delta \varpi[r] \), in a distributed fashion. To this end, the microgrid is endowed with multiple, geographically dispersed, computing devices referred to as distributed control nodes.

Fig. 1b provides a depiction of six distributed control nodes, each connected to a DER or load, in a six-bus microgrid. Each distributed control node can acquire information locally, e.g., control node 1 has access to the power injected by the DER connected to bus 1. In addition, the control nodes can exchange information among themselves; this is captured by the undirected communication graph in Fig. 1b. For example, control node 6 can exchange information with control nodes 2 and 3, and they are referred to as the neighbors of control node 6 (i.e., the neighbors of a particular control node are the control nodes with which this particular node can directly exchange information with). The control nodes use the information they acquire locally, e.g., from measurements, and via exchanges with their neighbors, as inputs to the so-called ratio consensus algorithm (see, e.g., [10], [13], [15]). Through the ratio-consensus algorithm, each control node computes the AFE in a distributed manner. The computed AFE is used by the control nodes to adjust the active power set-points of the DERs according to (6) and (7).

1) The ratio consensus algorithm: The neighbors of control node \( i \), i.e., the control nodes that node \( i \) communicates with bidirectionally, are represented by the set \( N_i^c \). Each control node \( i \) maintains two internal states, \( y_i \) and \( z_i \), which, at iteration \( k \), it updates as:

\[
y_i[k + 1] = \sum_{j \in N_i^c} \frac{1}{\gamma_i[j]} y_j[k], \quad z_i[k + 1] = \sum_{j \in N_i^c} \frac{1}{\gamma_i[j]} z_j[k],
\]

(8)

(9)

Right before each iteration, node \( i \) broadcasts its states to its neighbors and after iteration \( k \), they are used to compute \( \gamma_i[k] = \frac{y_i[k]}{z_i[k]} \). This is repeated until a finite number of iterations, \( K \), is reached when \( \gamma_i[K] \) is close to \( \sum_{i \in N_i^c} y_i[0] \) for all \( i \)—the value of \( K \) can be determined as described in [19].

In order to implement the distributed secondary frequency control scheme, define

\[
x_i[r] = \begin{cases} u_i[r], & i \in V_p^g, \\ -(\ell_i^0 + \Delta \ell_i), & i \in V_p^g \\ \gamma_i \end{cases}
\]

(10)

then \( \Delta \varpi[r] = \sum_{i \in V_p^g} x_i[r] \). Accordingly, \( y_i[0] = x_i[r] \) and \( z_i[0] = D_i \) for each round \( r \), and we have that, for each control node \( i \),

\[
\lim_{k \to \infty} \frac{y_i[k]}{z_i[k]} = \Delta \varpi[r].
\]

Thus, using the ratio-consensus algorithm at each round \( r \), each distributed control node can learn the value of \( \Delta \varpi[r] \) and as a result, use that information to adjust the active power set-points of the DERs according to (6) and (7). While the ratio consensus formulation described here is not robust against communication packet drops and is for the case where each communication link between the control nodes is bidirectional, the variant of the ratio-consensus algorithm that is implemented in the C-HIL testbed is robust against packet drops and it supports unidirectional communication links (see [20], for details).

2) A failure-adaptive ratio consensus: In order to make the distributed scheme adaptive to failures of distributed control nodes, we developed a protocol that ensures that each node’s contribution to the ratio consensus result can be taken up by its neighbors when the node fails. We assume that when a distributed control node fails, the DER or load it is connected to remains operational without changing its set-point, and the goal is that the value of this set-point is taken into account during the ratio consensus computations.

This failure-adaptive variant of ratio-consensus is implemented by first ensuring that during the first iteration of each ratio-consensus round, all control nodes store the data received from their neighbors. At the same time, each distributed control node also randomly selects from its neighbors an inheritor, and each inheritor is notified of its status. The data received from node \( i \) during the first iteration is \( \frac{y_i[0]}{z_i[0]} \) and
where \( z_i[0] \) represents the number of neighbors of node \( i \). When node \( i \) fails, each neighbor \( j \) of node \( i \), except the inheritor, adjusts its initial values to \( y_j[0] + \frac{z_j[0]}{\delta_i + 1} \) and \( z_j[0]/(\delta_i + 1) \). At the same time, \( 2y_j[0] \) and \( 2z_j[0] \) are added to the initial conditions of the inheritor, \( y_j[0] \) and \( z_j[0] \), respectively. Accordingly, when node \( i \) fails, the sum of initial conditions of control nodes \( j \in N_i \) becomes

\[
\sum_{j \in N_i} y_j[0] + y_i[0] \quad \text{and} \quad \sum_{j \in N_i} z_j[0] + z_i[0],
\]

respectively, and the initial condition of the distributed control node that failed is preserved. This protocol ensures that during implementation of the distributed secondary frequency control scheme, the ratio consensus result is resilient to the failure of a control node.

### III. C-HIL TESTING OF CENTRALIZED AND DISTRIBUTED FREQUENCY CONTROL SCHEMES

In this section, we describe two C-HIL tested setups, one for testing the centralized frequency control scheme, and the other for testing the distributed control scheme. The C-HIL tested is comprised of two layers, the physical layer and the cyber layer. In both setups, the physical layer comprises a real-time emulation of an islanded AC microgrid network and the loads and DERs connected to it. In the centralized setting, the cyber layer comprises a single control node on which the centralized control scheme is implemented, and in the distributed setup, the cyber layer comprises several control nodes implementing the distributed algorithms used for implementation of the distributed frequency control scheme. More details on the C-HIL tested and its capabilities are provided in [21].

#### A. Physical Layer

The physical layer comprises a Typhoon HIL real-time emulator that is used to simulate the microgrid electrical power network and the DERs and loads connected to it. The Typhoon HIL hardware provides simulation step sizes as low as 0.5 \( \mu s \) that allows us to test various control schemes in a high-fidelity setting. Specific details on the role of the Typhoon hardware in our C-HIL tested are provided in [21]. The microgrid, the model of which is described by (1) and (2), is emulated on a Typhoon HIL device. The microgrid electrical network, shown in Fig. 1, consists of six buses with three buses connected to inverter-interfaced DERs and three buses connected to inverter-interfaced loads. The test system specifications are provided in [15].

#### B. Centralized Scheme Testing

To implement the centralized frequency control scheme on a C-HIL tested, we made use of the National Instruments (NI) CompactRIO (c-RIO) 9068, which is an industrial grade real-time microcontroller. The cRIO provides an easy way to implement the control scheme using the NI Labview system design software. The cRIO controller also provides the capabilities to implement modbus TCP/IP protocol which allows us to interface the controller with the Typhoon HIL device.

In Fig. 2a, we provide a depiction of the C-HIL tested setup for testing the centralized frequency control scheme. The cRIO collects the power injection measurements from each DER/load in the emulated microgrid, uses them to calculate the AFE, and then uses (6) and (7) to compute new set-points for each DER in the microgrid. To close the control loop, the cRIO sends these new set-points to the DERs modeled in Typhoon HIL.

#### C. Distributed Scheme Testing

To monitor and control DERs and loads in the emulated microgrid, in a distributed fashion, six Arduino Due microcontrollers serve as the distributed control nodes. Each device is interfaced with an ethernet shield. This allows the control nodes to communicate with the Typhoon HIL device via the Modbus TCP/IP protocol so as to enable monitoring and control of DERs and loads in the emulated microgrid. In addition, each control node also has a MaxStream XB24-DMCIT-250 revB XBee wireless module which allows the control modules to communicate and exchange information with their neighbors.

Each control node implements the ratio consensus algorithm, and this enables a distributed computation of the AFE. The pertinent distributed control nodes utilize the AFE to compute new set-points for DERs in the emulated microgrid that they are connected to. The speed at which the distributed scheme computes the AFE depends on how fast the ratio consensus algorithm converges, and the rate of convergence heavily depends on the connectivity of the communication network. For example, for the case where each distributed control node is directly connected to every other control node in the system, the convergence speed is the same as that achieved with the centralized scheme. Figure 2b depicts the communication network topology that was implemented in our C-HIL tested, as well as the communication links between the control nodes and the DERs or loads.

### IV. C-HIL TESTING RESULTS

We start out by describing the active power profiles that were used for testing both schemes. Afterwards, we present results depicting the load change, the system frequency response, and the DER set-point changes. For comparison, we make use of two performance objectives, namely, response time and resilience, both of which highlight the effects of each secondary frequency control scheme.

#### A. Active Power Profiles of DERs and Loads

For the six bus islanded AC microgrid considered, the total power initially demanded by the loads is taken to be 3.5 pu with individual loading \( P_l^i = 1.15 \) pu, 1.25 pu, and 0.9 pu respectively for \( i = 4, 5, 6 \). At time \( t = 0^- \), prior to the start of the test, the DER set-points corresponding to the microgrid equilibrium points, \( \theta^*_i, i = 1, \ldots, 6 \), are \( u^*_i = 0.85 \) pu, 1.5 pu,
and 0.95 pu respectively for \( i = 1, 2, 3 \). The frequency control droop coefficients are: \( D_1 = 0.225, D_2 = 0.679, D_3 = 0.95, D_4 = 0.0125, D_5 = 0.0679, \) and \( D_6 = 0.0479 \). We ran a 150 second long C-HIL real-time simulation with the following perturbations to the system:

(i) At the 30 second mark, the load \( \ell_6 \) changes to 1.4 pu from 0.9 pu (see Fig. 3).

(ii) At the 60 second mark, the microgrid loses DER \( u_1 \) from the network (see Figs. 5a, 5b, 7a, and 7b).

(iii) At the 120 second mark the microgrid loses load \( \ell_6 \) (see Fig. 3).

B. **Response Time**

This performance objective entails identifying which frequency control scheme, centralized or distributed, is faster in terms of restoring the system frequency to its nominal value. The perturbations described in Section IV-A were applied to the system and the performance of both control schemes were recorded. We present results depicting the frequency response and the DER set-point changes associated with each control scheme.

Focusing on the period between 20 s and 150 s, Fig. 4 presents the frequency response of each bus as the load changes and as the microgrid loses a DER and a load. For the same profile, in Fig. 5, we provide the adjusted DER set-points. As the load \( \ell_6 \) increases at 30 s, the frequency falls below 60 Hz, and both the centralized and distributed control schemes bring it back to the nominal value, as shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5, we see the adjusted set-points of the 3 DERs. At 60 s, the microgrid loses the DER connected to bus 1 (see Fig. 1), and both schemes fix the frequency error with the remaining 2 DERs compensating for the loss of generation. At 120 s, the microgrid loses the load \( \ell_6 \) and both schemes fix the frequency error with the remaining 2 DERs reducing their generation set-points appropriately.

The results in Fig. 4 show that the response time of the centralized scheme to eliminate the frequency error due to any perturbations is shorter than that of the distributed scheme. The centralized scheme corrects the frequency error on each bus under any perturbation within 2 s, while the distributed scheme takes around 12 s to bring the frequency value back to the nominal value of 60 Hz. Since the centralized controller has direct access to information on the set-points and active

---

**Fig. 1:** A schematic showing centralized and distributed control nodes connected to a six-bus islanded AC microgrid.

**Fig. 2:** C-HIL testbed setup for testing centralized and distributed control schemes.

**Fig. 3:** Varying load demand at Bus 6.

**Fig. 4:** Frequency response of each bus as the load changes and as the microgrid loses a DER and a load.

**Fig. 5:** Adjusted DER set-points.
power injections of the DERs and loads, it can compute the AFE and eliminate the frequency error as soon as there is a perturbation. The increased time in the distributed scheme is due to the computational time incurred by the ratio-consensus algorithm.

C. Resilience

This performance objective entails identifying which secondary frequency control scheme, centralized or distributed, is more resilient. We implemented the same DER/load power profile described in IV-A but added some additional events. For testing the resilience of the centralized control scheme to a failure of the control node, we unplugged the c-RIO device at the 80 s mark so as to mimic its failure. For the distributed scheme, we unplugged two control nodes at times 80 s and 100 s, respectively. Next, we present results depicting the frequency response and the DER set-point changes associated with each control scheme after the aforementioned failures.

As the load $\ell_6$ increases at the 30 s mark and as the microgrid loses the generation at 60 s mark, both centralized as well as distributed schemes are able to regulate the frequency and bring it back to 60 Hz. The difference in performance between the two schemes starts to show after we take out the centralized controller in the centralized scheme and the control nodes 1 and 4 in the distributed scheme. The frequency is nominal as the centralized controller is unplugged in the centralized scheme. As the next perturbation happens with the loss of load at the 120 s mark, the frequency error persists in the microgrid as seen in Fig. 6. This is because there is no change in the set-points of the DERs due to the absence of a centralized controller. Thus, once the centralized controller fails, the system will not perform satisfactorily.

On the other hand, the distributed scheme is able to ride through the loss of two control nodes at the 80 s and 100 s mark, respectively. Under the distributed scheme, when the microgrid loses load $\ell_6$ at the 120 s mark, the remaining control nodes are able to act on the perturbation and are able to bring the frequency back to 60 Hz. Under the loss of a control node, the system recovers and the remaining control nodes in the system work towards regulating frequency. Typically, under a loss of a control node, the distributed scheme takes more time to fix the frequency error and the additional time is due to the resilience protocol that the distributed scheme adopts.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we provide a comparison of centralized vs. distributed schemes for microgrid secondary frequency control. We made use of two key performance objectives, namely response time and resilience, to identify the merits of the two schemes tested. We found that the response time of the centralized frequency control scheme is better than that of the distributed one. However, in terms of resilience, the distributed scheme outperforms the centralized scheme.

There is scope for improvements in terms of the response time when the distributed scheme loses control nodes. There are more performance objectives that we can use for benchmarking the distributed scheme such as scalability, cost of implementation (including operation and maintenance), and reliability. The experimental setup described can motivate future research to compare and benchmark other schemes for various microgrid control functions.
Distributed secondary frequency control scheme.

Fig. 6: Frequency response during implementation of both control schemes under resilience test.

(a) Centralized secondary frequency control scheme.

(b) Distributed secondary frequency control scheme.


Distributed secondary frequency control scheme.

Fig. 7: Active power set-points of DERs during implementation of both control schemes under resilience test.

(a) Centralized secondary frequency control scheme.

(b) Distributed secondary frequency control scheme.
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